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Abstract: In this study results of experimental study on scour depth around a T-shape spur dike in a 180 degree
channel bend are presented. Experiments were conducted in a laboratory channel to measure the variations of
bed topography under a clear water condition. Experiments were conducted for different locations, lengths and
wings of T-shape spur dikes at the bend with various Froude number. In this study, the time development of
the local scour around the T-shape spur dike plates was studied. It was found that by increasing the Froude
number and length  and wing length of T-shape spur dike the amount of scour depth increases and increases
depth of scour occurs at location of 60 drgree. Measuring depth of scouring based on experimental observation,
an empirical relation is developed with high regression coefficient 97%.
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INTRODUCTION indictors in determining specifications  of  scoring and

A spur dike may be defined as a structure extending scoring depth.
outward from the bank of a stream for the purpose of Estimation   of   the   depth   of   scour   in   the
ef:lecting the current away from the bank to protect it from vicinity of spur dikes has been the main concern of
erosion. In addition to bank protection, spur dikes have engineers for years. Therefore, knowledge of the
also been used to enhance aquatic habitat by creating anticipated maximum depth of scour for a given discharge
stable pools in unstable streams [1]. is a significant criterion for the proper design of a spur

Local scour holes form around spur dikes due to the dike foundation.
action of flow against these obstructions. Estimates can Cardoso and Bettess [2] studied the effects of time
be made of the maximum local scour likely to occur for a and channel geometry on scour at bridge abutments and
foundation   under   given   flow  and sediment suggested an exponential function. Oliveto and Hager [3]
conditions. It then becomes necessary to understand the studied the temporal evolution of clear-water pier and
development of local scour with time. The rapid abutment scour and found that the principal parameter
development of scour depths under live-bed conditions influencing the scour process is the densimetric particle
means that equilibrium scour depths are obtained rapidly Froude number so suggested an logarithmic formula.
for such flows, with rates of scour development less Coleman et al. [4] studied clear-water scour
important to the designer. development at bridge abutments  and suggested an

Result of spur dike construction against flow , there logarithmic formula. The dimensionless time to equilibrium
will be a difference in hydrostatic pressure at upstream for scour development from plane-bed conditions can be
and downstream of the construct which will cause a expressed as a function of relative flow intensity and
whirlpool disturbance around it.  These  whirlpool  flows relative abutment length.  Recently Ghodsian and
account  for  the main local scoring mechanism which in Mousavi [5] correlated the maximum scour depth in a
long term, produce large vortexs at spur dike head and channel bend to densimetric Froude number, relative bend
this lead to construct failure. One of the important radius and relative depth of flow.

predicating the position and expanding range is maximum
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Fazli et al. [6] studied the scour and flow field at a studies on spur dikes. The results of the model study
spur dike in a 90 degree channel. It is obvious that there indicated that the maximum depth of scour is highly
is lack of knowledge regarding the scour and flow pattern dependent on the experimental duration. It was observed
around the spur dike in a curved channel. Also the that, as flow intensities (u*/u*c) increases, the scour
characteristics of flow pattern have been shown to be increases. Measuring time and depth of scouring based
affected by the location of spur dike. It was found that: on experimental observation, an empirical relation is
Bed topography in the bend is influenced by location of developed with high regression coefficient 97%. 
spur dike in the bend. When the spur dike is located in the The scour geometry around a T-shape spur dike in a
second half of the bend, deposition is occurred near the bend depends on channel geometry (channel width,
outer bank at the exit of the bend. When spur dike is channel radius and bed slope), spur dike characteristics
located in the first half of the bend erosion occurred in (length and wing spur dike, angle with bank, location in
this region. Diversion of water by the spur dike cause a bend), flow conditions (approach depth and discharge or
narrow zone of degradation in the channel from upstream velocity), sediment properties (specific gravity, grain size,
stagnation zone up to downstream of standing eddy zone. friction angle) and fluid parameters (density and
Froude number is an important parameter and has a direct viscosity). Therefore for depth of scour ds one can write:
relation to maximum relative scour depth and height of
point bar. By increasing the Froude number these (1)
parameters increases. By increasing the length of spur
dike, the scour depth increases. New empirical equation In which L is length of spur dike, l is wing of spur
for estimation of maximum scour depth is presented. dike, is angle of spur dike with bank,  is location of spur

Ghodsian and Vaghefi [7] studied scour and flow field dike in bend, y is approach flow depth, B is channel
in a scour hole around a T-shape spur dike in a 90 degree width, S  is bed slope, V is approached flow velocity, g is
bend. The effects of the length of the spur dike, the wing gravitational acceleration, d  is median grain size, R is
length of the spur dike and Froude number on the scour radius of bend,  is density of sediment,  is friction
and flow field around a T-shape spur dike in a 90 degree angle of sediment, is density of fluid, µ is viscosity of
bend were investigated in this study. The main results of fluid and t is time of scour. Using dimensional analysis,
this experimental study are: At the upstream of the spur Eq. (2) can be written as:
dike, a main vortex with anti-clock wise direction is formed
in the zone of the spur dike. At section 77.5 degree of the (2)
bend a vortex having a clock wise direction is formed
between the spur dike wing and the channel wall. The
maximum value of the longitudinal velocity component at
section 65 degree of the bend is close to the outer wall of In which Fr is approach Froude number, Re Is
the channel and near the water surface. By increasing Reynolds number and te is maximum of time development
Froude number the maximum scour depth and the volume of scour. After simplification of above equation and
of scour hole increases. The dimensions of the scour hole eliminating the parameters with constant values, one can
increase as a result of increase in the length of the spur have:
dike. The amount of scour at the upstream of spur dike is
much more as compare to that at the downstream of spur (3)
dike.

Masjedi et al. [8] studied on the time development of
local scour at a spur dike in a 180 degree flume bend.
Tests were conducted using one spur dike with 110 mm MATERIALS AND METHODS
length in position of 60 degree under four flow conditions.
In this study, the time development of the local scour All of the experiments were conducted in a flume
around the spur dike plates was studied. The effects of located at hydraulic laboratory of Islamic Azad University
various flow intensities (u*/u*c) on the temporal of Ahwaz. The flume channel is recirculation, with central
development of scour depth at the spur dike were also angle  of  180degree,  central  radius  (Rc)  of  2.8  m  and
studied. The time development of the scour hole around width (B) of 60 cm. Straight entrance flume with the length
the model spur dike installed was compared with similar of  9.1  m  was  connected  to  the  180degree  bend  flume.
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Fig. 1: The experimental setup (Plan)

Fig. 2: A T-shape spur dike (Plan) cm high.

Fig. 3: Equilibrium  time  in  the  different  position  for  a not change appreciably with time. For this purpose the
T-shape spur dike experiments were conducted with spur dike having

This bend  flume  is  connected  to  another  straight 0.85 respectively and locations of 30, 45, 60 and 75 degree
flume   with   the   length   of   5.5   m.   Relative  curvature a T-shape spur dike. Experiments were run under clear
of  bend  (Rc/B)  was  4.7  which  defines  it  as  a mild water scour regime for a period of more than 24 hrs when
bend. The test area of the flume is made up of an movement of sediment from scour hole was almost
aluminum bottom and Plexiglas sidewalls along one side negligible and equilibrium state of scour reached. The
for  most  of  its  length  to facilitate visual observations. results are shown in Fig.3. As it can be seen
At the end of this flume a controlling gate was designed approximately 93% of scouring occurs during the first 3
to adjust the water surface height at the desired levels hours. Therefore in all remaining of our experimental tests,
(Fig.1). duration of 3 hours was selected for each test.

The   experiments    was   carried   out   using   four
length  for  spur  dike (i.e. L =10%,15%, 20% and 25%  of
the  channel  width)  and  four  wing  length  of  spur  dike
(i.e. l =25%, 50%,75% and 100% of the spur dike length)
were used [9]. 

Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of a T-spur
dike in flume.

The spur dikes were made of Plexiglas T-shape in plan
and located at section 30, 45, 60 and 75 degree in the
bend. The T-shape spur dikes were of 10mm thick and 55

Uniform sediment with median size of d50 = 2 mm and
geometric standard deviation óg = 1.7 was used with a
thickness of 0.2m and covered the total length of channel
[10].

In this   study   the   experiments   were  performed
under   clear-water     conditions     at     four    different
flow intensities (U / Uc ) of 0.61,0.68,0.74 and 0.85
corresponding to a shear stress levels of 37%,48%,57%
and 78% of the critical shear stress level based on Shields
stress, respectively [10]. Here U is approach flow velocity
and Uc is critical velocity for sediment movement. Four
Froude numbers of 0.23,0.25,0.28 and 0.35 were applied in
order to investigate the effect of flow conditions on the
scouring.

Equilibrium scour occurs when the scour depth does

l/L=0.25, Froude number 0.35 which corresponds to U/Uc=
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Fig. 4: Scour pattern at the end of a test 

Fig. 5: Time development of scour for different Froude depth increases.
number

The following procedure was used for each Figure 7 shows effect of length of T-shape spur dike on
experimental run. Before the experiment with the T-shape the time development for Fr=0.35 and location of 45
spur dike model in place, the sediment bed surface was degree at 180 degree flume bend. Four different length of
leveled with a scraper blade mounted on a carriage that T-shape spur dike L/B=0.25, L/B=0.20,L/B=0.15 and
rode on the steel rods. After the bed was completely L/B=0.10 were applied in order to investigate the effect of
wetted and drained. The flume was then filled with water length of T-shape spur dike on the scouring. As it can be
to obtain the desired depth. Before the pump was started seen from Figure 8, all lengths, at  location of 45 degree
an initial set of  transects of the anticipated scour region results maximum increases in scour depth.
was collected. At the completion of each test, the pump Figure 8 shows, typical dimensionless graphs for the
was shut down to allow the flume to slowly drain without relative maximum depth of scour dsmax/y against L/B.
disturbing the scour topography. The flume bed was then This figure corresponds to Fr = 0.35 for four location. It is
allowed to dry, during which time photos of the scour evident  from this figure that by increasing length of the
topography around the pier were taken and the final T-shape spur dike the maximum relative scours depth
maximum scour depth was recorded using the point gauge increases. The main reason of such finding is that
having an accuracy of ±0.01mm (Fig.4). increase in length, value of vortex maximum.

RESULTS

Effect of Froude Number on the Scour: Figure 5 shows
effect of Froude number on the time development for
L/B=0.15,  l/L=0.25 and location of 45 degree at 180 degree
flume bend. Four different Froude numbers 0.23,0.25,0.28
and 0.35 were applied in order to investigate the effect of
flow conditions on the scouring. Increasing Froude
number is associated by increase in the flow velocity, as
a result the amount of scour increases. 

The influence of Froude number on the relative
maximum scour depth dsmax/y is shown in Fig. 6 for
L/B=0.15 and l/L=0.25. It is evident from this figure that by
increasing Froude number the maximum relative scours

Effect of Length of T-shape Spur Dike on the Scour:
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Fig. 6: Effect of Froude number on relative maximum scour
depth of scour

Fig. 7: Time development of scour for different lengths lengths

Fig. 8: Effect of length on relative maximum depth of

Fig. 9: Time development of scour for different wing

Effect of Wing Length of T-shape Spur Dike on the Effect of Location of T-shape Spur Dike on the Scour:
Scour: Figure 9 shows typical influences of the wing Figure   11   shows   typical   influences   of   the  location
length of the T-shape spur dike on the time development of   the   T-shape   spur   dike   on   the   time  development
for Fr=0.35, L/B=0.15 and location of 45 degree. Four for Fr=0.35,     l/L=0.25     and     L/B=0.15.    Four
different wing length of T-shape spur dike l/L=0.25, different  location  of  T-shape  spur  dike =30, =45,
l/L=0.50, l/L=0.75 and l/L=1.00 were applied in order to =60  and =75  degree were applied in order to
investigate the effect of wing length of T-shape spur dike investigate  the  effect  of  location  of  T-shape  spur dike
on the scouring.  It was found that as the wing length in on the scouring.  As it can be seen from Figure 12, at
the T-shape spur dike decreases from l/L=1.00 to l/L=0.25, location of 60 degree results maximum increases in scour
the scour dimensions increases. depth.

Figure  10  show  typical  dimensionless  graphs  for Figure 12 show typical dimensionless graphs for the
the   relative   maximum   depth   of   scour  dsmax/y relative maximum depth of scour dsmax/y against /180
against  l/L  respectively.  This  figure  corresponds  to  Fr respectively.  This  figure  corresponds  to  L/B=0.15  and
= 0.35 for four location. It is clear that the wing length of Fr = 0.35 for four l/L. It is clear that the location of the spur
the spur dike increase, the maximum depth of scour dike increase at bend, the maximum depth of scour
decreases. increase.
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Fig. 10: Effect of wing length on relative maximum depth Fig. 12: Effect of location on relative maximum depth of
of scour scour

Fig. 11: Time development of scour for different Fig. 13: Comparison of measured and predicted scour
locations depth

Equation for Scour Depth: the Equation (3) Can Be relative maximum scour depth. It is evident that Eq. (5)
Written As: predicts the maximum scour depth with acceptable

(4) accuracy.

In which a, b ,c, d ,e and f are empirical constants and
can be found using experimental data. By using least The effects of Froude number, the length, the wing
squares method for all the data it was found. Therefore, length and location of spur dike on the scour and flow
equation (4) can be written as: field around a T-shape spur dike in a 180 degree bend

By increasing Froude number the maximum scour
(5) depth increases.

With  regression  coefficient  of  0.97.  Here  è  is  in maximum scour depth increases.
radian.  Figure 13 shows the comparison of calculated By increasing the wing length of the spur dike, the
values  with  use  to  Eq.  (5)  and  tested  values of maximum depth of scour decreases.

CONCLUSIONS

were investigated in this study. It was found that:

By increasing the length of the T-shape spur dike the
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Increases depth of scour occurs at location of 75 4. Coleman, S.E., C.S. Lauchlan and B.W. Melville, 2003.
drgree. Clear-water scour development at bridge abutments,
The comparison of the present study data with Journal of Hydraulic Engineering, 41: 521-531.
predicts formula shows good accuracy. 5. Ghodsian, M. and S.K. Mousavi, 2006. Experimental
Measuring depth of scouring based on experimental study on bed scour in a 90o channel bend.
observation, an empirical relation is developed with International J. Sediment Res.,  21(4): 321-328.
high regression coefficient 97%. 6. Fazli,  M.,  M.  Ghodsian  and  S.A.A.  Salehi, 2008,
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